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I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE sequence labeling aims to assign labels to input
tokens (i.e., words or characters). There are many applications of sequence labeling in natural language processing
(NLP), including part-of-speech (POS) tagging, text chunking,
and named entity recognition (NER). Traditional models, such
as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and Conditional Random
Fields (CRFs) [1], [2], [3], have been widely used for sequence
labeling tasks for a long time. In the past two decades,
neural network-based approaches achieved impressive results
in many sequence labeling tasks without handcrafted feature
engineering [4], [5], [6], [7], [8].
Along with the successful use of neural networks to obtain
text distributed representations by the encoders, how to design
a label decoder that can properly model the dependencies
among labels also has drawn much attention recently [9], [10],
[11]. For sequence labeling tasks, it is beneficial to consider
the correlations among labels and jointly decode the best chain
of labels for a given input sentence [4]. For example, in POS
tagging an adjective is more likely to be followed by a noun
than a verb (neighboring label dependencies), and in NER
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Abstract—Conditional random fields (CRFs) have been widely
used for sequence labeling tasks in the field of natural language
processing. However, how to model both local and global dependencies among labels is not well solved yet. In this study,
we introduce a novel two-stage label decoding method to better
model the short- and long-term label dependencies, while being
much more computationally efficient with the use of graphics
processing units (GPUs). A base model is first used to propose
draft labels, and then a novel two-stream self-attention model
makes refinements on these draft predictions based on longrange label dependencies. Besides, in order to mitigate the side
effects of incorrect draft labels, Bayesian neural networks are
used to indicate the labels with high probabilities of being wrong,
which helps to mitigate the error propagation. Not only can our
method model sentence-level label dependencies, but it is also
easily extended to document-level sequence labeling by querying
and storing a key-value memory matrix with label co-occurrence
relationships. The experimental results on both sentence-level
and document-level sequence labeling benchmarks show that the
proposed method outperforms existing label decoding methods
while taking advantage of parallel computations on GPUs.

...

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of label refinement framework [16].
The goal is to refine the label of “Arab” using contextual labels
and words, while the refinement of other correct labels may
be negatively impacted by incorrect draft labels.

the two named entities formed by coordinating conjunctions
are likely to be the same type (long-term label dependencies)
[12]. Therefore, it is critical for sequence label tasks to decode
label sequences jointly using label dependencies, rather than
of decoding each label independently [13]. Among them, the
CRF layer integrated with neural encoders to capture label
transition patterns has become ubiquitous in sequence labeling
tasks [4], [14]. However, the linear-chain CRF usually can
capture the neighboring label dependencies by using Viterbi
decoding. Many of the recent methods try to introduce label
embeddings to manage the dependencies at the longer ranges,
such as two-stage label refinement [15], [16] and seqence-toseqence (seq2seq) frameworks [11], [17]. Specifically, Krishnan and Manning [15] presented a two-stage approach where
the second CRF uses features derived from the output of the
first CRF to model long-term label dependencies. Zhang et al.
[11] propose a seq2seq method and use a label long-short term
memory network (LSTM) to augment the label dependencies
and word-label interactions.
Although the above methods can model longer label dependencies in a sentence, they are vulnerable to error propagation:
if a label is mistakenly predicted during inference, the error
will be propagated and the other labels conditioned on this
one will be negatively impacted [18]. We take the recentlyproposed label attention network (LAN) [16] as an example,
the LAN introduced a hierarchically-refined representation
of marginal label distributions, which is used to predict a
sequence of draft labels first and then uses the word-label
interactions to refine them. As shown in Figure 1, when the
LAN refine the label of “Arab” using contextual labels and
words, the refinement of other correct labels may be negatively
impacted by incorrect draft labels. To verify the existence of
error propagation, we count the refinement results of the LAN
on the CoNLL2003 test dataset, and find that there are 39
correct tokens have been incorrectly modified in all 93 entities
that changed their labels after the refinement. Hence, the model
should selectively correct the labels with high probabilities
of being incorrect, not all of them. Fortunately, we find that
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uncertainty values estimated by Bayesian neural networks [19]
can effectively indicate the labels that have a high probability
of being incorrect. We find that the average uncertainty1 value
of incorrect prediction is 29 times larger than that of correct
predictions for the draft labels. Hence, we can easily set an
uncertainty threshold to refine the potentially incorrect labels
only and mitigate the side effects on the correct labels.
For document-level sequence labeling, modeling documentlevel label dependencies is also quite useful, because multiple
occurrences of a particular token sequence are very likely
to have the same entity types within a document [15]. As
shown in Figure 2, previous methods only consider modeling sentence-level label dependencies and the documentlevel label dependencies are relatively less explored. The
traditional linear-chain conditional random fields (CRFs) are
insufficient for modeling the document-level relationships of
labels [20], [21]. Recently, many studies have focused on
the better incorporation of document-level context information
[22], [20], but little attention has given to explicitly model
the document-level label consistency among the same token
sequences in an entire text.
In this study, we first propose a novel two-stage UncertaintyAware label refinement Network (UANet) to model sentencelevel label dependencies. At the first stage, Bayesian neural
networks take a sentence as input and yield all of the draft
labels together with corresponding uncertainties. At the second
stage, a two-stream self-attention model performs attention
over label embeddings to explicitly model the label dependencies, and over context vectors to generate the context
representations. All of these features are combined to refine the
potentially incorrect draft labels. The above label refinement
operations can be processed in parallel.
In addition, our method can be easily extended to further
utilize document-level contextual and label information. We
adopt a key-value memory component [23], which memorizes
all the hidden state vectors and their corresponding label embeddings of the entire document. At the first stage, we process
all the sentences in the document and store their hidden state
vectors and the corresponding label embeddings into the keyvalue memory component, which are grouped by the unique
word identifier. At the second stage, the additional documentlevel co-occurrence context and label vectors are retrieved
by attention mechanism to provide additional document-level
label dependencies, which will be combined with sentencelevel context and label vectors to make the refinement.
We conduct experiments on four sequence labeling benchmarks to show the effectiveness of our model in sentencelevel label dependency modeling. To further demonstrate that
our model can easily incorporate document-level information,
we also experiment on three document-based named entity
recognition benchmarks. The experimental results on both
the sentence-level and document-level sequence labeling tasks
indicated that the proposed method not only outperformed
state-of-the-art methods but also significantly reduced the
inference time by leveraging GPUs for parallel decoding.
1 The uncertainty was computed using the Bayesian neural network. Specifically, we used a Bayesian neural network in the first layer of the LAN to
estimate the uncertainty.
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Fig. 2: Example of label dependencies in NER task. Local
label dependencies (green, solid) can be learned by CRFbased methods. Although much recent work has focused on
document-level context representations, the CRF decoding
methods were still limited to learning document-level label
dependencies (pink, dashed). In this example, ”Gates” can
either indicates entrances to a field or a person’s name. But
with the document-level label dependencies, the model can
make the correct prediction.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We use Bayesian neural networks to estimate the uncertainty of predictions and indicate the potentially incorrect
labels that should be refined.
• We propose a novel two-stream self-attention refining
framework to better model label dependencies and wordlabel interactions at the short and long range.
• The proposed method can be easily extended to model
document-level label dependencies by using a novel keyvalue memory component.
• The proposed parallel decoding process can greatly speed
up the inference process by taking advantage of parallel
computations on GPUs.
• The experimental results on both the sentence-level and
document-level sequence labeling datasets indicate that
the proposed methods perform better than existing label
decoding methods. Besides, the experimental results on
three document-level NER datasets indicate that the proposed method significantly outperforms the start-of-theart methods. Our codes were released at Github2 .
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a
brief overview of related work in sequence labeling, Bayesian
modeling and refinement methods. Section III describes the
proposed sentence-level and document-level models, together
with their training and decoding details. Section IV shows the
experimental results and extensive analysis on our sentencelevel and document-level models. We conclude this paper in
Section V.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Sequence Labeling
Traditional sequence labeling models use statistical approaches with handcrafted features and task-specific resources
[2], [24], [3]. With advances in deep learning, neural models
could achieve competitive performances without handcrafted
feature engineering [25], [26]. We mainly introduce several
2 https://github.com/jiacheng-ye/DocL-NER
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previous works from three aspects, namely input representation, text encoder, and label decoder.
1) Input Representation: For word-level representations,
previous methods mainly use word embeddings pre-trained
over large collections of text. Commonly used word embeddings include Word2Vec3 , GloVe4 , fastText5 and SENNA6 . For
character-level representations, Ma and Hovy [4] encodes the
character-level representation with a character-level convolutional neural network (CNN). More recently, some pre-trained
contextualized embeddings, such as BERT [8], GPT [27], and
ELMo [7], are proposed and demonstrate a strong ability for
various natural language understanding tasks. In this work, we
verify that the proposed label decoding method can effectively
incorporate both the pre-trained word embeddings and pretrained contextualized embeddings in the experiments.
2) Text Encoder: There are mainly three architectures used
in encoder layer for sequence labeling tasks, namely recurrent
neural networks (RNN), CNN and Transformer. Huang et
al. [28] utilizes a bidirectinal LSTM architecture as context
encoder. For a faster inference speed, [9], [6] propose to use
CNN as context encoder and [29], [30] utilize Transformer
to encode context information. [31] utilize Bayesian RNN
[32] as context encoder to explicitly model uncertainties in
the output. They find that modeling uncertainties is useful at
enhancing model performances in Named Entity Recognition
tasks. However, they only model uncertainty, but do not
make further use of uncertainty. In this work, we further
use uncertain information through a two-stage framework and
achieve better results. More details about Bayesian neural
networks will be described in the next subsection.
3) Label Decoder: The simplest decoder layer can be
a MLP layer with softmax activation. However, pure MLP
fails to model label dependencies, which are crucial in many
sequence labeling tasks (e.g. POS tagging, Named Entity
Recognition and Text Chunking). Many efforts have been
done on how to model label dependencies, such as using a
CRF layer integrated with neural encoders to capture label
transition patterns [14], [4], and introducing label embeddings
to manage longer ranges of dependencies [17], [11], [16].
Our work is an extension of label embedding methods, which
applies label dependencies and word-label interactions to only
refine the labels with high probabilities of being incorrect. The
probability of making a mistake is estimated by a Bayesian
neural network encoder.
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some robustness against the over-fitting problem, and make
it possible to train models from small datasets [37].
1) Uncertainty Types: There are two main types of uncertainty in Bayesian modeling [19]. Aleatoric uncertainty
captures the noise inherent in the observations, and epistemic
(model) uncertainty accounts for the uncertainty in the model
parameters. Aleatoric uncertainty could be sensor noise or annotation noise, resulting in uncertainty that cannot be reduced
even if more data were to be collected. Model uncertainty
captures our ignorance about which model generates our
collected data. Model uncertainty can be reduced given enough
data. This work focused on the use of model uncertainty to
indicate whether model predictions were likely to be incorrect,
which could effectively prevent correct draft labels from being
incorrectly refined.
2) Uncertainty Estimation: In classification models, the
probability vector obtained at the end of the pipeline (the
softmax output) is often erroneously interpreted as model
uncertainty. Malinin et al. [38] propose a framework called
Prior Networks for classification task based on BNN uncertainty estimation. A model can be uncertain in its predictions
even with a high softmax output [39], [37]. [39] gives results
showing that simply using the point estimation results in
extrapolations with unjustified high confidence for points far
from the training data. They verify that modeling a distribution
over the parameters through BNNs can effectively reflect
the model uncertainty, and Bernoulli Dropout (which is also
applied in this study) is exactly one example of regularization
techniques, which corresponds to an approximate variational
distribution without changing either the models or the optimization. Specifically, they prove that the use of Dropout
(and its variants) in neural networks can be interpreted as a
Bayesian approximation of Gaussian Process (GP) [40]. In
Dropout case, weights are modeled as Bernoulli distribution
with with probability p. Some typical examples of using
Bernoulli distribution to estimate uncertainty are Bayesian
CNN [41] and Bayesian RNN [32].
Here, we give a formal description of using Bayesian
neural networks to estimate model uncertainty. Given the
dataset D with training inputs X = {x1 , . . . , xn } and their
corresponding outputs Y = {y1 , . . . , yn }, Bayesian inference
looks for the posterior distribution of the parameters W given
the dataset p(W|D). This makes it possible to predict an
output y∗ for a new input point x∗ by marginalizing over
all of the possible parameters, as follows:

B. Bayesian Neural Networks
Traditional neural networks are parameterized by a set of
model weights W, and a point estimation of W is obtained
by maximizing a certain objective function. Bayesian neural
networks (BNNs) [33], [34], [35], [36] offer a probabilistic
interpretation of deep learning models by inferring distributions over the models’ weights, i.e., P (W|D), given datasets
n
D = {(x1 , yi )}i=1 . Bayesian neural networks can offer
3 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec
4 http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove
5 https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
6 https://ronan.collobert.com/senna

∗

∗

p(y |x , D) =

Z

p(y∗ |W, x∗ )p(W|D)dW.

(1)

Bayesian inference is intractable for many models because
of the complex nonlinear structures and high dimension of
the model parameters. Recent advances in variational inference
introduced new techniques into the field. Among these, Monte
Carlo Dropout [39] requires minimum modification to the
original model. It is possible to use the variational inference
approach to find an approximation qθ∗ (W) to the true posterior
p(W|D) parameterized by a different set of weights θ, where
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the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of the two distributions
is minimized. The integral can be approximated as follows:

(2)

In contrast to non-Bayesian networks, at test time, Dropouts
are also activated. As a result, model uncertainty can be
approximately evaluated by summarizing the variance of the
model outputs from multiple forward passes.

Refinement (or reranking, rescoring) is a method to correct
the draft outputs generated by the base model. A base model
typically produces a set of candidates for each sentence,
with associated probabilities that define an initial ranking of
these outputs. A second model then improves upon the initial
ranking or rewrite the candidate sentences, using additional
features as evidence. Refinement approaches have given accuracy improvement on many NLP tasks including machine
translation [42], [43], [44], [45], parsing [46], [47], reading
comprehension [48], question answering [49], story generation
[50] and named entity recognition [51], [52], [16].
Collins [51] proposed a voted perceptron algorithm for
sequence labeling, which yields a significant improvement
over the maximum-entropy baseline on the NER tasks by
leveraging global features. Yang et al. [52] replace all entity
mentions produced by a baseline NER model into their
entity types and then leverage RNN to learn sentence-level
patterns that involved named entity mentions. Cui et al. [16]
investigate a hierarchically-refined label attention network for
sequence labeling, which leverages label embeddings and uses
consecutive attention layers on the label embeddings to refine
the draft labels. In our work, not only do we use a novel
two-stream self-attention model to generate refined labels,
but we use uncertainty to determine whether to preserve the
original labels or use the refined ones.
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Fig. 3: Graphical illustration of architecture and inference process for the proposed UANet. The same colors between LSTM
cells refer to repeating the same Dropout masks on recurrent connections at each time step. The variational LSTM outputs draft
labels and model uncertainties simultaneously. The refinement works on draft labels only with threshold greater than 0.35.

III. U NCERTAINTY-AWARE S EQUENCE L ABELING

In this work, we propose a novel two-stage label refinement
framework for sequence labeling tasks. At the first stage,
a variational LSTM [32] is adopted as the base model for
the draft label and uncertainty predictions. At the second
stage, the uncertain labels that have a high probability of
being wrong can be refined by a two-stream self-attention
model using long-term label dependencies and word-label
interactions. The proposed sentence-level model is shown in
Figure 3. In addition, the proposed method can be easily
extended to further model document-level label dependencies
through a key-value memory networks.

C. Refinement methods

A. Variational LSTM for Uncertainty Estimation

Long short-term memory (LSTM) [53] stands at the forefront of many recent developments in sequence labeling tasks.
Because most of previous sequence labeling tasks are based
on the LSTM framework, to facilitate comparison with the
previous LSTM-based models, we adopt variational LSTMs
[32] as special Bayesian neural networks to encode sentences
and determine the labels with high probabilities of being
wrong. In general, the uncertainty estimation methods can also
be easily applied to other sequence labeling models, like the
CNN and Transformer.
1) Word and Label Representation: Following [26] and [5],
we use character information to enhance the word representation. Given a word sequence S = w1 , w2 , . . . , wn , the product
of the one-hot encoded vector with an embedding matrix then
gives a word embedding: wi = ew (wi ), where ew denotes
a word embedding lookup table. Each word is made up of
a sequence of characters c1 , c2 , . . . , ct . We adopt CNNs for
character encoding and xci denotes the output of characterlevel encoding. Then a word is represented by concatenating
its word embedding and its character-level encoding: xi =
[wi ; xci ]. All the word representations make up an embedding
matrix E ∈ RV ×D , where D is the embedding dimensionality
of x and V is the number of words in the vocabulary.
Given the label set L = {l1 , l2 , . . . , lK }, each label lk
is represented by lk = el (lk ) ∈ Rdl , where el denotes a
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label embedding lookup table. Label embeddings are randomly
initialized and tuned during training.
2) Variational LSTM: A common practice of Dropout technique on LSTM is that the technique should be used with
the inputs and outputs of the LSTM alone. In contrast, the
variational LSTM additionally applies Dropout on recurrent
connections by repeating the same mask at each time step.
Hence, the variational LSTM can model the uncertainty more
accurately. In order to show the between vanilla LSTM and
variational LSTM, we first describe the vanilla LSTM as
follows.
 g 
   g 
b
W
gi


0
 i 
 ii   Wi 
  =  f  • xi +  bf 
b 
 fi  W  hi−1
o
(3)
oi
bo
W
ci
hi

= φ(gi )
= σ(oi )

σ(ii ) + ci−1
φ (ci ) ,

σ(fi )

where φ denotes the tanh function, and σ is the sigmoid
function. We use the following symbols to denote the four
gates of LSTM: “input modulation” gate is denoted by g,
“input” gate by i, “forget” gate by f , and “output” gate by
o. The symbols of and • are used to denote the Hadamard
product and matrix product respectively, and c, h denote the
cell state and hidden state, respectively.
For variational LSTM as shown in Figure 3, we use the same
Dropout vectors zx and zh on four gates: “input modulation”,
“input”, “forget”, and “output” as follows:
   g 
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  =  f  • xi zx +  bf 
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b 
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(4)
oi
W
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ci
hi

= φ(gi )
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σ(ii ) + ci−1
φ (ci ) ,
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We assume that t is one of {g, i, f, o}. Then, θ = {E, Wt },
where E is word embedding, and the Dropout rate r are the
parameters of the variational LSTM.
3) Draft Labels and Uncertainty Estimation: Assuming that
we have completed the training and obtained the optimized
approximated posterior qθ∗ (W) (the optimizing method is
shown in § III-D), at inference time, we can predict an output
for a new input point by performing Monte Carlo integration
in Eq.2 as follows:
M
1 X
pi ≈
Softmax(hi |Wj )
M j=1

5

uncertainty of this probability vector pi can be summarized
using the entropy of the probability vector:
ui = H(pi ) = −

K
X

pk log pk .

(6)

k=1

In this way, we can obtain the draft labels L∗ =
{l1∗ , l2∗ , . . . , ln∗ } coupled with the corresponding model uncertainties U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , un } for each input sentence. We find
when the model uncertainty ui is larger than some threshold
value Γ, then the draft label li∗ has a high probability of being
wrong. Hence, we utilize a novel two-stream self-attention
model to refine those uncertain labels using long-term label
dependencies and word-label interactions.
B. Sentence-Level Label Refinement
Given the draft labels and corresponding model uncertainties, we seek the help of label dependencies and wordlabel interactions to refine the uncertain labels. In order to
refine the draft labels in parallel, we use the Transformer
[54] incorporating relative position encoding [55] to model
the words and draft labels.
In the standard Transformer, the attention score incorporating absolute position encoding between query qi and key
vector kj can be decomposed as
>
>
>
>
Aabs
i,j = Ei Wq Wk Ej + Ei Wq Wk Uj
>
>
>
+ U>
i Wq Wk Ej + Ui Wq Wk Uj ,

(7)

where U ∈ RLmax ×d provides a set of positional encodings.
The ith row Ui corresponds to the ith absolute position and
Lmax prescribes the maximum possible length to be modeled.
The relative position between labels is very important for
modeling the label dependencies. Inspired by [55], we modify
the Eq.7 using the relative position encoding to model words
and corresponding labels simultaneously, but offer a different
derivation, arriving at a new form of two-stream relative
positional encodings. We not only provide a word-to-word
interactions but also provide a word-to-label interactions correspondence to its counterpart. The relative position encodings
are reparameterized as follows:
>
>
>
>
Ax2x
i,j = Ei Wqx Wkx Ej + Ei Wqx WkR Ri−j
>
+ u>
x Wkx Exj + vx WkR Ri−j
>
>
>
>
Ax2l
i,m = Ei Wql Wkl lm + Ei Wql WkR Ri−m

(8)

>
+ u>
l Wkl lm + vl WkR Ri−m ,

(5)

with M sampled masked model weights Wj ∼ qθ∗ (W),
where qθ∗ (W) is the Dropout distribution. In order to fairly
compare with the standard LSTM, we repeat the same input
M times to form a batch. Since the computation can be done
in parallel with GPUs, M samples are concurrently processed
in a forward pass, leading to a constant running time that is
identical to that of standard Dropout [39] (see Table V).
Similar to classic sequence labeling models, the model
applies li∗ = argmax(pi ) to obtain the draft label. Then the

x2l
where Ax2x
i,j and Ai,m denotes the attention from the ith word
(xi ) to the jth word (xj ) and the ith word (xi ) to the mth label
∗
(lm
), respectively. Ri−j is the encoding of relative distance
between position i and j, and R is the sinusoid matrix like
[55]. ϕ = {W, u, and v} are learnable parameters. Wk ,
Wq are the weight matrices of key vector and query vector
of attention, respectively. u is a trainable parameter to replace
>
>
U>
i Wq in the third term Ui Wq Wk Ej of Eq.7. In this case,
since the query vector is the same for all query positions, it
suggests that the attentive bias towards different words should
remain the same regardless of the query position. For the same
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reason, v is added to substitute U>
i Wq in the fourth term
>
U>
i Wq Wk Uj of Eq.7.
Equipping the Transformer with our proposed relative positional encoding, we finally arrive at the two-stream selfattention architecture. We summarize the computational procedure for one layer with a single attention head here:
Vx = Ex Wx , ax = Softmax(Ax2x )Vx , Ex = {x1 , . . . , xn }
x2l

Vl = LWl , al = Softmax(A )Vl , L = {l1 , . . . , ln }
Hx = FeedForward(LayerNorm(Linear(ax ) + Ex ))
Hl = FeedForward(LayerNorm(Linear(al ) + L)).

C. Document-Level Label Refinement
Our method can be easily extended to further model
document-level label consistency. The architecture of
document-level UANet is shown in Figure 4. To model
document-level label consistency, we introduce a key-value
memory network [23] to simultaneously record the context
representations (key) and corresponding label embeddings
(value) for each word. Specifically, we create a documentlevel memory matrix M = {mw1 , . . . , mwm }, in which the
same words under different context would occupy many
different slots and form a quired subset mwi . The memory
slots in one subset mwi are defined as pairs of vectors
(ki;1 , vi;1 ), . . . , (ki;m , vi;m ). In every single slot j, the key
represents a certain hidden state vector hi;j , and the value is
the corresponding label embedding li;j .
1) Store into Memory: We process every sentence of a
document in parallel at the first stage. Then, we store the
predicted label embedding li;j and the hidden vector hi;j of
every word wi in a document into memory. Thus, every slot
contains all the occurrence context and label information of a
word in a document. The entire slot will be used as documentlevel information of a word at the second stage.
2) Read from Memory: At the second stage, the draft
predictions are refined based on the explicit co-occurrence
relationship derived from the key-value memory network.
With the constructed memory matrix, a key addressing and
value reading mechanism is designed to access the documentlevel context representations and label consistencies. During
addressing, each slot of the corresponding subset is assigned
a relevance probability by comparing the word to each key:
(10)

where Wh is a dw × dh matrix. We hope that the model
can refer to the semantics and corresponding labels of other
sentences in the document when predicting the label of a word.
Hence, in the reading step, the keys and values of the memory
are read by taking their weighted sum using the addressing
probabilities, and the document-level representations and label
embeddings are returned:
X
X
hi =
phi;j hi;j ; li =
phi;j li;j .
(11)
j

j

3) Two-Stream Self-Attention: We further use the twostream self-attention incorporating relative position encoding
to model document-level dependencies in parallel. We propose
to reparameterize the relative position encoding as follows:
>
>
>
>
Ah2h
i,j = hi Wqh Wkh hj + hi Wqh WkR Ri−j
>
+ u>
h Wkh hj + vh WkR Ri−j
>
>
>
>
Ah2l
i,m = hi Wql Wkl lm + hi Wql WkR Ri−m

(12)

>
+ u>
l Wkl lm + vl WkR Ri−m ,

(9)
where Hx and Hl denote the hidden representation of sequences and labels, respectively. L is the label embedding of
the sequence.

phi;j = softmax(x>
i Wh hi;j ),

6

h2l
where Ah2h
i,j and Ai,m denotes the attention from hi to hj
and hi to lm , respectively. Ri−j is the encoding of the relative
distance between position i and j, and R is a sinusoid matrix.
ϕ = {W, u, and v} are learnable parameters.
Similar to Eq.9, We summarize the computational procedure
for one layer with a single attention head as follows:

Vh = HWh , ah = Softmax(Ah2h )Vh , H = {h1 , . . . , hn }

Vl = LWl , al = Softmax(Ah2l )Vl , L = {l1 , . . . , ln }
Hx = FeedForward(LayerNorm(Linear(ah ) + H))
Hl = FeedForward(LayerNorm(Linear(al ) + L)).

(13)
D. Training and Decoding
There are two networks to be optimized: one is variational
LSTM for draft labels and uncertainty estimation, the other
is two-stream self-attention model for label refinement. The
two models are optimized jointly: Ltotal = L1 (θ, r) + L2 (ϕ).
θ = {E, Wt }, where E is the word embedding, and Wt is
the parameter of LSTM. r is the Drop rate. ϕ = {W, u, and
v}, where W are the weight matrices of attention vectors and
u, v are trainable parameters in Eq.8.
The variational LSTM performs approximate variational
inference. We use a simple Bernoulli distribution (Dropout)
qθ∗ (W) in a tractable family to minimize the KL divergence to
the true model posterior p(W|D). The minimization objective
is given by [56]:
L1 (θ, r) = −

N
1−r
1 X
log p(yi |Wj ) +
k θ k2 ,
N i=1
2N

(14)

where N is the number of data points, p(yi |Wj ) is the
marginal probability of p(y∗ |Wj , x∗ ), L1 (θ, r) is the lower
bound of the log likelihood of p(W|D), and r is the Dropout
probability to sample Wj ∼ qθ∗ (W).
For the two-stream self-attention model, we use the concatenation of Hx and Hl for the final prediction ŷi =
f (Hx , Hl |Ex , L), where f (·) is a linear transformation layer.
In particular, we can optimize the model using cross entropy
loss as:
N
X
L2 (ϕ) = −
yi log ŷi ,
(15)
i=1

where yi is the one-hot vector of the label corresponding to
wi . When training is complete, we can obtain the draft labels
Y ∗ = {y1∗ , y2∗ , . . . , yn∗ } and corresponding uncertainties U =
{u1 , u2 , . . . , un } from variational LSTM, and refined labels
Ŷ = {ŷ1 , ŷ2 , . . . , ŷn } from two-stream self-attention model.
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To avoid the correct labels being incorrectly modified, we set
an uncertainty threshold Γ to distinguish which labels should
be used, i.e., we use refined labels when ui > Γ and vice
versa (as an example, given u1 > Γ, u2 ≤ Γ, and un > Γ,
decoding labels will become {ŷ1 , y2∗ , . . . , ŷn }).

IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

In this section, we will first detail the datasets we used.
Then, we will describe several baseline methods, including a
number of sentence-level taggers and a series of documentlevel sequence labeling methods. We also detail the hyperparameter configuration of the proposed model.

A. Datasets

We conduct sentence-level experiments on CoNLL2003,
OntoNotes 5.0, WSJ, and CHEMDNER datasets. In addition,
the CoNLL2003, OntoNotes 5.0, and CHEMDNER datasets
can also be used in document-level experiments. The statistics
of datasets are listed in Table I.
WSJ. Wall Street Journal portion of Penn Treebank [57]
contains 45 types of part-of-speech tags. We adopt standard
splits following previous works [58], [59], selecting section 018 for training, section 19-21 for validation and section 22-24
for test. We conduct sentence-level experiments on this dataset.
CoNLL2003. The shared task of CoNLL2003 dataset [60]
for named entity recognfition is collected from Reuters Corpus.
The dataset divide name entities into four different types: persons, locations, organizations, and miscellaneous entities. We
use the BIOES tag scheme instead of standard BIO2, which
is the same as [4]. In addition to sentence-level experiments,
the original files use -DOCSTART- as document separator and
we keep this to conduct our document-level experiments.
OntoNotes 5.0. English NER dataset OntoNotes 5.0 [61] is
a large corpus consists of various genres, such as newswire,
broadcast, and telephone speech. Named entities are labeled
in eleven types and values are specifically divided into seven
types, like DATE, TIME, ORDINAL. In addition to sentencelevel experiments, we regard Part number as document indicator in our experiments. For simplicity, we will use OntoNotes
to represent OntoNotes 5.0 in the following description.
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sha1_base64="m6lswRZzbu0ekrHL0iBF8VPr7N8=">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</latexit>

LSTM

sha1_base64="nB6n+QZFsV8UqrXe20+Z3NpkKDg=">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</latexit>

LSTM
<latexit

sha1_base64="14zAN/JmwX2iNRaGc86SABSmzAw=">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</latexit>

<latexit

m1

sha1_base64="qfQxPxCO1E1FJmOh0hr26Yw4n+s=">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</latexit>

Uncertainty Threshold: 0.5

<latexit

LSTM

0.1

sha1_base64="omiUk+oYed2E86k9dx2XPKFUIm4=">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</latexit>

sha1_base64="fT2GV0Mg4cCOV7ybC+MJUJD978w=">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</latexit>

<latexit

LSTM

Update

<latexit

sha1_base64="mX0XXK683cWlOJQUpu44JiJq2TQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit

LSTM

0.6

<latexit

E-ORG

sha1_base64="PMg37MgGPbkABkB1v1D/z8cygec=">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</latexit>

S-ORG

<latexit

O

sha1_base64="xBTnhq17Gg9suFfYyygIppwk7Vs=">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</latexit>

E-ORG

<latexit

I-ORG

sha1_base64="X7MhukojLd2ugZ/W4cejsZjnx+g=">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</latexit>

sha1_base64="ZZnea9DpxlzIhFjdFdtLFjUSCrg=">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</latexit>

Variational
LSTM
<latexit

sha1_base64="VwRySr82Am/MWtZIKKWhVEaqYxY=">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</latexit>

<latexit

Stage 1

I-ORG

<latexit

sha1_base64="eIjYBJn+LBNxnM7bvty9b31lOSA=">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</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="j09VPmGvjKPwDF8Lmed0VGcooDo=">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</latexit>

<latexit

LSTM

LSTM

sha1_base64="yNPJ8DJPx382nMgnAdRMPEl0dLg=">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</latexit>

LSTM

0.8

<latexit

0.8

sha1_base64="Qgqm4ceAp5caxY+xcX6f5evFyps=">AAACz3icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZJWUFwV3LhswT6gLSVJp+3QvEgmaikVt/6AW/0r8Q/0L7wzpqAW0QlJzpx7z5m599qhy2NhGK8ZbWl5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7jXiIIkcVncCN4hathUzl/usLrhwWSuMmOXZLmva4wsZb16zKOaBfyUmIet61tDnA+5YgqhOx7PEyB5Mb2e9ci9fMIqGWvoiMFNQQLqqQf4FHfQRwEECDww+BGEXFmJ62jBhICSuiylxESGu4gwz5EibUBajDIvYMX2HtGunrE976RkrtUOnuPRGpNRxRJqA8iLC8jRdxRPlLNnfvKfKU95tQn879fKIFRgR+5dunvlfnaxFYIAzVQOnmkLFyOqc1CVRXZE3179UJcghJE7iPsUjwo5SzvusK02sape9tVT8TWVKVu6dNDfBu7wlDdj8Oc5F0CgVzXKxVDspVM7TUWdxgEMc0zxPUcElqqiTd4hHPOFZq2k32p12/5mqZVLNPr4t7eEDdnKUPw==</latexit>

Uncertainty

<latexit

O

sha1_base64="m6lswRZzbu0ekrHL0iBF8VPr7N8=">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</latexit>

Final
B-ORG
Predictions

<latexit

sha1_base64="omiUk+oYed2E86k9dx2XPKFUIm4=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 4: Architecture of Doc-UANet. The refinement works only on draft labels with uncertainty greater than the threshold. For
example, the threshold is set to 0.5 in the figure, and the final predictions are those labels in red blocks.
Dataset
Type
Train
Dev
Test

WSJ
#doc
#sent
38,219
5,527
5,462

CoNLL2003
#doc
#sent
946
14,041
216
3,250
231
3,453

OntoNotes 5.0
#doc
#sent
2,483
59,924
319
8,528
322
8,262

CHEMDNER
#doc
#sent
3,500
30,802
3,500
30,807
3,000
26,435

TABLE I: Statistics of WSJ (POS tagging), CoNLL2003
(NER), OntoNotes 5.0 (NER) and CHEMDNER (NER)
datasets.

CHEMDNER. The CHEMDNER corpus consists of 10,000
PubMed abstracts published in the top journals from various chemistry-related disciplines, which contains a total of
84,355 chemical entity mentions labeled manually by expert
chemistry literature curators [62]. The corpus is tagged with
only one chemical entity type. We regard each abstract as a
document in our experiments.

B. Sentence-Level Comparison Methods

In this work, we mainly focus on improving decoding
efficiency and enhancing label dependencies. Thus, we make
comparisons with the classic methods that have different
decoding layers, such as Softmax, CRF, and LAN frameworks.
We also compare some recent competitive methods, such as
Transformer, IntNet [63], and BERT [8].
BiLSTM-Softmax. This baseline uses bidirectional LSTM
to reprensent a sequence. The BiLSTM concatenates the for→
−
←
−
ward hidden state h i and backward hidden state h i to form
→
− ←
−
an integral representation hi = [ h i ; h i ]. Finally, sentence
representation H = {hi , · · · , hn } is fed to softmax layer for
predicting.
BiLSTM-CRF. A CRF layer is used on top of the hidden
vectors H [4]. The CRF can model bigram interactions between two successive labels [5] instead of making independent
labeling decisions for each output. In the decoding time, the
Viterbi algorithm is used to find the highest scored label
sequence over an input word sequence.
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BiLSTM-Seq2seq. To model longer label dependencies,
[11] predicts a sequence of labels as a sequence to sequence
problem.
BiLSTM-LAN. The label attention network (LAN) [16]
introduces label embedding, and uses consecutive attention
layers on the label embeddings to refine the draft labels. The
representation for each label-attention layers is the concatenation of primitive BiLSTM hidden states and label embedding.
In the last layer, the model looks up for the corresponding label
with maximum attention weights for each word. It achieves the
state-of-the-art results on several sequence labeling tasks.
Rel-Transformer. This baseline model adopts self-attention
mechanism with relative position representations [54], [55].
Specifically, the model processes word representations with
relative positional representations by a list of self-attention
layers and feed-forward neural network, end up giving labels
with a softmax layer.
C. Document-Level Comparison Methods
For document-level experiments, the proposed method compares favourably with state-of-the-art methods, such as GraphIE [20] and Hier-NER [21].
GraphIE. GraphIE [20] utilizes a co-occurrence graph to
incorporate document-level contextual information and CRF to
model sentence-level label dependency. This methods achieves
great performances in many information extraction tasks, including textual, social media and visual information extraction.
Hier-NER. Hier-NER [21] introduces a corpus-level memory mechanism to utilize the global contextual information
of a token. Moreover, a sentence-level encoder is used to enhance the sentence representation learned from an independent
BiLSTM. A CRF layer is used as the final decoder in HierNER. With two-level hierarchical representations, Hier-NER
established state-of-the-art results on several NER tasks.
D. Hyper-parameter Settings
1) Sentence-Level Experiments’ Settings: Following [4],
we use the same 100-dimensional GloVe embeddings7 as
initialization. We use 1-layer variational LSTM with a hidden
size of 400 to create draft labels. We use 2 layers of multi-head
Transformer for WSJ and CoNLL2003 and 3 for OntoNotes
dataset to refine the label. The number of heads is chosen
from {5, 7, 9}, and the dimension of each head is chosen
from {80, 120, 160} via grid search. In our experiments, we
set the number of heads and the dimension of each head to
{7, 80}, {5, 160}, and {5, 160} for CoNLL2003, OntoNotes,
and WSJ datasets, respectively.
2) Document-Level Experiments’ Settings: Following [4],
[20], [21], we use the same 100-dimensional Glove embeddings for the CoNLL2003 and OntoNotes datasets. For
CHEMDNER, we use 50-dimensional pretrained word2vec
embeddings [64], which is the same as [20]. For the first stage,
we use 1 layer of variational LSTM with 200 dimensions for
CoNLL2003 and 2 layers for the other datasets. For the second
7 http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/

Models
Chiu and Nichols (2016) [25]
Strubell et al. (2017) [6]
Liu et al. (2018) [67]
Chen et al. (2019) [68]
BiLSTM-CRF [4]
BiLSTM-Softmax [69]
BiLSTM-Seq2seq [11]
Rel-Transformer [55]
BiLSTM-LAN [16]
BiLSTM-UANet (M = 8)
GraphIE †
Hier-NER †
Doc-BiLSTM-UANet †

8

CoNLL2003
90.91
90.54
91.24
91.44
91.21
90.77
91.22
90.70
90.77∗
91.60
91.74
91.96
92.13

OntoNotes
86.28
86.84
87.67
86.99
83.76
87.45
88.16
88.39
87.43∗
87.98
88.49

WSJ
97.53
97.55
97.51
97.59
97.49
97.58
97.62
-

CHEMDNER
89.45
88.15
89.50
87.89
86.94
90.15
89.71
89.53∗
90.72

TABLE II: Main results on four sequence labeling datasets.
The results with † are the document-level experiments. ∗
indicates the results by running [16]’s released code.
stage, we use 3 layers of Transformer for CoNLL2003 dataset,
and 4 layers for the other datasets.
For CharCNN, we use 32-dimensional character embeddings and 32 filters of width 3 for CoNLL2003, OntoNotes,
and WSJ datasets. We use 128-dimensional character embeddings and 128 filters of width 2 to 4 for CHEMDNER. For
all the experiments, we use 400-dimensional label embedding
with randomly initialization. The vanilla dropout after the
embedding layer and the variational dropout is set to 0.5 and
0.25, respectively. We use Adam [65] as the optimizer for
Transformer and SGD for variational LSTM. Learning rates
are set to 0.015 for SGD and 0.0001 for Adam, respectively.
The number of samples is set to 32. We use the BIOES
tag scheme instead of standard BIO2, as previous studies
have reported a meaningful improvement with this scheme
[4], [5]. F1 score and accuracy are used for NER and POS
tagging, respectively. All parameters are initialized by the
default methods in Pytorch8 . All experiments are implemented
in NCRF++ [66] and conducted using a GeForce GTX 1080Ti
with 11GB memory.
V. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
In this section, we present the experimental results of the
proposed and baseline models. We show that the proposed
method not only can achieve the better performance but also
is friendly to GPU architectures which leads to a great increase
in the decoding speed in a parallel way. Since our contribution
is mainly focused on the label decoding layer, the proposed
model can also be combined with the latest pre-trained model
to further improve performance.
A. Main Results
Table II reports model performances on CoNLL2003,
OntoNotes, WSJ, and CHEMDNER datasets, which shows
that the proposed method not only can achieve state-of-theart results on NER task but also is effective on other sequence
labeling tasks, like POS tagging. The previous methods leverage rich handcrafted features [28], [25], CRF decoding [6],
and longer range label dependencies [11], [16]. Compared
with these methods, our UANet model gives better results.
8 https://pytorch.org/docs/1.2.0/
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Models
BERT-Softmax [8]
BERT-CRF
BERT + UANet
BERT + Doc-BiLSTM-UANet
ELMo-softmax [7]
ELMo-CRF
ELMo-UANet
ELMo + Doc-BiLSTM-UANet

F1
91.62
91.71
92.02
92.92
92.22
92.40
92.83
93.05

TABLE III: Results on CoNLL2003 test set. We implement
BERT for NER task without document-level information.
Original result of BERT in [8] was not achieved with the
current version of the library. See a discussion in [70] and
the reported results at [71].

The results show that the UANet outperforms models with
the CRF inference layer by a large margin, we speculate
that’s benefited from the strong capability of modeling longterm label dependencies. And it also outperforms LAN and
seq2seq models on all of the four datasets, we speculate that’s
because our UANet model integrates model uncertainty into
the refinement stage to avoid side effects on correct draft
labels.
For document-level sequence labeling tasks, we also compare the document-level BiLSTM-UANet (Doc-BiLSTMUANet) with state-of-the-art document-level methods. The
models incorporating document-level context information
(GraphIE and Hier-NER) can outperform those without. Because of the novel design of our document-level refinement networks, Doc-BiLSTM-UANet can utilize not only
document-level context information, but also document-level
label consistency. Hence, Doc-BiLSTM-UANet obtains significant improvement compared with the BiLSTM-CRF, GraphIE
and Hier-NER models. Moreover, Doc-BiLSTM-UANet also
outperforms the models that exploit additional task-specific
resources or annotated corpora [25].
We also use the pretrained models (BERT, ELMo) to replace
the default embeddings. We fine-tuned the BERT and ELMo
in our experiments. The results are shown in Table III. We
find that by adding our UANet on the BERT and ELMo
embeddings, the F1 score on the CoNLL2003 dataset further
improves 0.40% and 0.61%, respectively. By our speculation,
the insufficient performance of BERT and ELMo may due
to the inability to model document-level label consistency.
If we further allow our method to model document-level
label dependencies (Doc-BiLSTM-UANet), the BERT+DocBiLSTM-UANet can even exceed the BERT-Softmax by 1.3%.
B. Ablation Study
To study the contribution of each component in BiLSTMUANet and Doc-BiLSTM-UANet, we conducted ablation experiments on the four datasets and display the results in Table
IV. The experimental results on the sentence-level sequence
labeling tasks show that the performance of the model will
be degraded if the draft label information is not taken into

Sentence-Level Models
BiLSTM-UANet
- Label information
- Variational LSTM 1
- Two-stream self-attention
Rel-Transformer-CRF
Variational LSTM-CRF

9

2

Document-Level Models
Doc-BiLSTM-UANet
- document-level label
- document-level context
- both
- sentence-level label
+ CRF
- refinement stage
1
2

CoNLL2003
91.60
91.23
90.70
90.83
91.22
91.20

OntoNotes
88.39
87.84
87.45
87.11
87.77
87.63

WSJ
97.62
97.57
97.49
97.46
97.56
97.55

CoNLL2003
92.13
91.81
91.46
91.36
91.63
92.05
90.83

OntoNotes
88.49
88.20
88.00
87.76
88.05
88.28
87.09

CHEMDNER
90.72
90.36
90.12
89.83
90.21
90.69
89.43

This is equivalent to Variational LSTM-Softmax.
This is equivalent to Rel-Transformer-Softmax.

TABLE IV: Ablation study of the proposed model. ”+” means
the information or component is added in the models and ”-”
means the information or component is removed.

Average Sentence Length
BiLSTM-CRF
BiLSTM-LAN
BiLSTM-Seq2seq
BiLSTM-UANet (M = 1)
BiLSTM-UANet (M = 8)

CoNLL2003
13
1,433
949
1,084
1,630
1,474

OntoNotes
18
950
773
842
1,262
1,129

WSJ
24
801
943
751
1,192
1,044

TABLE V: Comparison of sentence-level inference speed. We
show how many sentences the model can process per second
with the use of GPUs.

account, indicating that label dependencies are useful in the
refinement. We also find that both the variational LSTM
and two-stream self-attention play an important role in label
refinement. Even though we replace any component with the
CRF layer, the performance will be seriously hurt.
For document-level experiments, the results show that the
model’s performance degraded when the document-level label
information is not used, indicating that the previous methods
that only incorporate document-level contextual information
are insufficient to model the dependency between labels.
More notably, we discover that results can be improved more
when using document-level label and document-level context
together than simply adding up the separate increases, which
verifies the effectiveness of the proposed model. Since we also
use the Transformer to model sentence-level label dependencies instead of CRF, we further investigate its advantage. As
shown in the second part of Table IV, our method outperforms CRF since we utilize Transformer with relative position
embedding to capture long-term label dependency, while CRF
only considers the neighboring label dependencies. Moreover,
an accompanying additional benefit is a faster training and
decoding speed, as we have mentioned earlier. Furthermore,
when we remove the second stage, the performance drops
by 1.30%, 1.31%, and 1.29% for CoNLL2003, OntoNotes,
and CHEMDNER, respectively, indicating that our refinement
method is useful and can yield significant improvements.
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Fig. 5: Speed and F1 against sentence length.
Models
Hier-NER
GraphIE
BiLSTM-CRF
Doc-BiLSTM-UANet

Train
1.00x
1.78x
2.22x
2.64x

Inference
1.00x
2.86x
4.76x
5.48x

Co-Acc
92.74
93.05
91.33
93.36

TABLE VI: Document-level speed and Co-Acc comparison
on CoNLL2003 datasets. Co-Acc refers to the accuracy of cooccurrence tokens.

C. Efficiency Advantage
Table V shows a comparison of inference speeds. BiLSTMUANet processes 1,630, 1,262, and 1,192 sentences per second on the CoNLL2003, OntoNotes, and WSJ development
data, respectively, outperforming BiLSTM-CRF, which is also
implemented on GPUs, by 13.7%, 32.8% and 48.8%, respectively. We can see that for the dataset with a longer average
length, the speed of inference will be more advantageous.
Because the model calculates uncertainties through parallel
sampling the same input multiple times, the inference time of
the BiLSTM-UANet (M = 8) only slightly increases.
To further investigate the influence of the different sentence
lengths, we analyze the inference speed of the UANet and
CRF on the CoNLL2003 development set, which is split
into five parts according to sentence length. We rule out the
influence of the text encoder and only counted the time of label
decoding. The left subfigure in Figure 5 shows the decoding
speed on the different sentence lengths. The results reveal
that as the sentence length increases, the speed of the UANet
is relatively stable, while the speed of the CRF decreases
substantially. Due to the UANet’s parallelism, the words in
an input sentence can be processed in parallel, which means
every word can be labeled concurrently by taking advantage
of parallel computations on GPUs, while the CRF decoding
algorithm processes one word after another in a left-to-right
fashion. When processing the sentence longer than 30, the
UANet is nearly 3 times faster than the CRF. In addition, we
exhibit the F1 score of the sentences with different lengths in
right subfigure. It is worth noting that the UANet outperforms
the CRF by a large margin when the length of the sentence is
greater than 15, verifying the UANet’s superiority in long-term
label dependencies.
We also investigate the training and inference speeds of
document-level models, and probe whether the performance
can be improved through modeling the document-level label
consistency. The results are shown in Table VI. In term
of speed, Doc-BiLSTM-UANet outperforms baseline models

Fig. 6: F1 variation under different uncertainty thresholds. The
results are evaluated on the development sets. ∆F1 represents
the F1 scores at different steps minus the initial results.
by a large margin. In term of advantage on co-occurrence
entities, For the baseline models, they use CRF as decoder.
In contrast, our method performs attention over documentlevel label embeddings derived from the memory network to
explicitly model the co-occurrence relationship. Hence, our
model can achieve better performance on the co-occurrence
entity recognition.
D. Discussion
In this section, we study the influence of four important
hyper-parameters (i.e. uncertainty threshold, memory subset
size, and number of sampling) and then present a case study
to show how our model refines the wrong draft labels.
Uncertainty Threshold. In order to investigate the influence of uncertainty threshold Γ, we evaluate the performance
with different uncertainty thresholds on the four datasets, as
shown in Figure 6. We can see that as the threshold increases,
the sentence-level and document-level curves show the same
trend. Γ = 0 represents that the model uses all of the refined
labels as final predictions. As the threshold gets larger, the
performance of UANet can improve by reducing the negative
effects on correct draft labels. However, when Γ is too large,
the model mainly uses draft labels as final predictions, resulting in performance degradation, which verifies our motivation
that a reasonable uncertainty threshold can avoid side effects
on correct draft labels.
As compared with sentence-level experiments, we find that
on the CoNLL2003 dataset, the peak of ∆F 1 curve in Figure
6 shifted to the left in document-level experiment, while there
is no significant change on OntoNotes dataset. The possible
reason is that when we inject document-level knowledge, the
ability of the refinement stage becomes stronger, while the
ability of first stage is basically unchanged, which leads to
more preference to use the output of the refinement stage
when setting the threshold (i.e. corresponding a small threshold). After adding document-level knowledge to OntoNotes
dataset, the performance improvement is relatively small, so
the threshold curve does not change much.
Number of Sampling. We also investigate the influence of
the number of sampling in the variational LSTM as shown in
Figure 7. The results meet our expectation that a larger number
of sampling can lead to better performance because a larger
number of sampling can make the model better approximate
the posterior p(W|D).
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Text
BiLSTM-CRF
Draft Label
Refinement
Uncertainty
Final Prediction

11

of Otelul Galati and defender Liviu Ciobotariu of National Bucharest ...
... striker Viorel Ion
... O B-PER E-PER O B-PER E-PER O
O
B-PER E-PER
O B-LOC E-LOC ...
... O B-PER E-PER O B-PER E-PER O
O
B-PER E-PER
O B-ORG E-ORG ...
... O B-PER E-PER O B-ORG E-ORG O
O
B-PER E-PER
O B-ORG E-ORG ...
... 0.001 0.005 0.047 0.004 0.532 0.605 0.000 0.000 0.001
0.014 0.001 0.818
0.927 ...
... O B-PER E-PER O B-ORG E-ORG O
O
B-PER E-PER
O B-ORG E-ORG ...

... University of Yangon ...
...
O
O S-LOC ...
... B-ORG I-ORG E-LOC ...
... B-LOC I-ORG E-ORG ...
... 0.302
0.816 0.800 ...
... B-ORG I-ORG E-ORG ...

TABLE VII: NER cases analysis. The first example shows the necessity of long-range dependencies: UANet can learn the
label consistency of two phrases Otelul Galati and Liviu Ciobotariu are connected by the coordinating conjunctions
word and. The second example shows the effectiveness of the uncertainty threshold in mitigating the side effect of incorrect
refinement: the uncertainty of the word University is under the uncertainty threshold, so it will not be refined. Contents
with blue and red colors represent correct and incorrect entities, respectively. Draft labels with uncertainty greater than 0.35
will be refined.
ΔF1

CoNLL2003
OntoNotes
WSJ

0.3

ΔF1
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0.2
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Fig. 7: F1 variation with respect to the number of sampling in
variational LSTM and maximum size of queried subset m. The
results are evaluated on the development sets. ∆F1 represents
the F1 scores at different steps minus the initial results.

Memory Size The right part of figure 7 illustrates the
performance of our model with respect to the maximum size of
queried subset m for each word. The maximum size 10 is derived from the observation that 97.47% of the tokens belonging
to an entity appeared less than 10 times in an document for the
development set of CoNLL2003, with 91.65% for OntoNotes
and 81.78% for CHEMDNER, respectively. We find that
incorporating the first co-occurrence key-value information
of an document can provide a performance improvement of
at least 0.5% for all the three datasets. Note that different
from [21], we don’t randomly select memories for a unique
word. We let the memories in the original order as they
appear in the document, since we believe that the contextual
information for the place where an entity first appears in an
document should be more adequate, and would be more useful
in the future predictions. We further calculate the average
number of co-occurrence tokens of each token belonging to an
entity. Regardless of the current token, the statistics are 1.46,
1.72, and 2.36 for CoNLL2003, OntoNotes and CHEMDNER,
respectively. It’s reasonable that a larger group size can bring
more improvements for CHEMDNER dataset due to a larger
average number of reference tokens.
Case Study. Table VII shows two cases from CoNLL2003
NER dataset. The first case reflects the necessity of modeling
higher-order dependencies in the NER task. UANet can learn
the label consistency of two phrases near the word and.
Moreover, seq2seq decoding model [11] refines the labels
in a left-to-right way and can’t refine the previous labels in
this case. The second case shows the effectiveness of the

uncertainty threshold in mitigating the side effect of incorrect
refinement. In this case, the refinement model is affected by the
incorrect label of Yangon (E-LOC) when predicting the word
University. Since the uncertainty value of University
is lower than the threshold, our model can get the correct
results.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this study, we introduce a novel two-stage sequence labeling framework that incorporates Bayesian neural networks
to estimate the uncertainty in the model’s predictions. We
found that such uncertainty can effectively indicate the labels
with a high probability of being wrong. The proposed method
can selectively refine the uncertain labels to mitigate the side
effect of the refinement on correct labels. In addition, the
proposed model can capture the label dependencies and wordlabel interactions with different ranges in parallel by taking
advantage of GPUs for a faster prediction. We also show
that this framework can be easily extended to the documentlevel sequence labeling cases. The experimental results on
both the sentence-level and document-level tasks across four
sequence labeling datasets demonstrated that the proposed
method significantly outperform the previous methods.
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